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4) Did NZTA maintain a list of Plate numbers, that are not allowed? If yes, please provide a 

copy of such a List. 

 

Waka Kotahi maintains a register of plates that have been reviewed regarding decisions to approve or 

reject them. If complaints are specific to personalised plates, then Waka Kotahi maintains a register of 

complaints received and whether plate sequences were allowed to remain in circulation.  

 

Unlike general registration plate numbers, a personalised plate is more identifiable to members of 

public, friends and family members. As such, information pertaining to this register is withheld under 

section 9(2)(a) to maintain the privacy of natural persons, including that of deceased natural persons. 

 

 

5) Are only NTZA offer personalised plates, or did Third Party Providers are allowed to print 

and register them as well? 

6) If yes, Provide a list of such Providers. 

 

Waka Kotahi contracts KiwiPlates to market and sell the rights to personalised plates. However, 

KiwiPlates and Waka Kotahi do not manufacture the physical plates; this is instead done by our 

contracted plate manufacturer (LicenSys). Once personalised plates are manufactured, they are then 

registered to the appropriate vehicles by LicenSys. 

 

 

7) Did such Providers that offer personalised Plates automatically receive updates of 

such a List? 

 

KiwiPlates follows a protocol provided by Waka Kotahi to decide if a plate is deemed offensive or 

confusing. If KiwiPlates is in any doubt about a plate sequence, it would refer the combination to Waka 

Kotahi and we would then advise KiwiPlates about the decision. If the plate is deemed offensive or 

confusing, KiwiPlates will remove the plate from the database of available combinations.  

 

Waka Kotahi advises KiwiPlates about any revoked plates as we offer customers a replacement plate. 

 

 

8) What is the definition of offensive Words, especially considering other languages (e.G. 

TROTTEL in german), cultural backgrounds and Social Media Appreciated (e.G. SEEGS). 

 

I have included Appendix 1 that describes the definition of offensive plates. 

 

Under section 28 of the Act, you have the right to ask the Ombudsman to review my decision to 

withhold part of this information. The contact details for the Ombudsman can be located at 

www.ombudsman.parliament.nz. 

 

In line with Waka Kotahi policy, this response will soon be published on our website, with personal 

information removed. 
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If you would like to discuss this reply with Waka Kotahi, please contact us by email to 

official.correspondence@nzta.govt.nz. 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sue Hardiman 

Senior Manager, Vehicle and Driver Licensing 
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Appendix 1 

 

 

1. Offensive Plates 

 

The criteria applied generally fits within six broad categories – sexual, racial, religious, safety, 

violence, and derogatory. In addition to this the Transport Agency reviews plate combinations and any 

associated caption to reduce the risk of offensive plates being manufactured and issued.  

The criterion applied currently is that personalised plate legends/messages must not in any way imply 

a message or meaning that relates to: 

 

1. violence, discrimination or bias based on race, religious beliefs, sexual 

orientation/connotations, or against any individual. 

2. any activities or the promotion of substances which are prohibited by law. 

3. disturbing the public peace or the maintenance of law and order. 

4. any offensive, abusive or derogatory message or meaning negative or derogatory with respect 

to the program, e.g. alcohol, speed etc. 

5. public or well-known figures, including members of the government and other dignitaries. 

 




